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Popular questions

1. John Paul O.
   How can we strengthen youth engagement and participation to the design and implementation of solutions that will foster sustainable development during the decade?

2. Anonymous
   Is UNEP and CBD signing up to join IOC in the Ocean decade?

3. Anonymous
   Should the decade also mobilise cultural, social and economic scientists to understand how we could foster means for a more virtuous interaction with the Oceans?

4. Anonymous
   Should the decade of the oceans seek to engage the naval communities and their regional bodies in the planned activities?

5. S.M. Olsen, Denmark
   How does the concept of the Decade meet the specific data needs of the climate and earth system prediction communities and can their role in achieving SDG14 be emphasized?
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- Reduce pollution of our oceans; specifically plastics. Thus, see a reduction of use of plastics like water bottles.
- Map the world's ocean, establish monitoring systems for all the world's major ocean basins, and establish equally functioning sub-regional ocean science bodies under the IOC.
- Enabling integrated ocean data delivery to optimise benefit of investment in ocean observations.
- Enhance capacities for public stewardship of oceans and coasts to provide knowledge which really could address environmental, social and economic concerns.
- Ocean mapping
- An integrated and optimally funded observing system designed around the big science questions.
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- the ocean prominent on political agendas for ever
- Less hypocrisy and more resources for the effective implementation of structuring actions.
- A strong mandate for the IOC and a significant and structural increase of its budget
- Single UN Agency
- Integrated ocean science
- a universal ocean data system
- Global mapping ofertas
- Singe UN Agency
- sustainable blue economy
- universal sharing of ocean data and information
- Better observations
- Optimal and comprehensive observing system
- Joined up sustained global ocean observation system
- Single UN Ocean Agency
- A strong biological component for the GOOS
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- Implementation of IOC data policy
- Strengthen sustained ocean observation
- Mapping the sea
- Open access to data
- Observation technology and human resources development
- Capacity building
- Make the oceans cleaner because the pollution of the oceans is a huge problem.

- Ocean observation system
- Integrated ocean science
- A full mapping of the sea floor and ocean habitats, at scales that are genuinely useful, which is available to all
- More observations and data sharing among member countries
- New generation of marine scientists
- A single UN Ocean organization
- Full data sharing
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- Capacity building
- Transforming and practical partnerships based on science
- Good coverage of ocean observing system
- Better observations
- Enable every coastal state to measure basic oceanographic parameters in their coastal waters on a regular basis and share their data
- Build a strong awareness among all citizens of the world on the importance of the ocean for sustainable development
- Technology
- Establish a legal-binding global ocean observing system involving all ocean nations!
- Capacity
- Awareness
- Ocean literacy
- Capacity building
- Establish a legal-binding global ocean observing system
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- system evolving all ocean nations!
- Marine sustainability
- Capacity building
- knowledge
- Sustainable management of living & non-living Ocean resources, informed by science.
- data
- A UN Ocean Organization
- Dissiminate the information among investors, get the decision
- makers together with the researchers for actions
- Coastal and marine EBM
- CAPACITY BUILDING
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Raise awareness among decision-makers / Sensibiliser les décideurs
43%

Create a stronger science policy interface / Créer une interface science-politique plus solide
19%

Raise investments in ocean science / Augmenter les investissements en sciences océaniques
25%

Build bridges with non-governmental stakeholders / Jeter des ponts vers les parties prenantes non-gouvernementales
0%
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Create dedicated partnerships / Former des partenariats spécifiques

12 %